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• CLTI – chronic limb-threatening ischemia: 
In 2019, The Writing Group of the Global Vascular Guidelines (GVG) on the 
management of CLTI recommended this term to represent the spectrum of diabetic 
and non-diabetic patients who have PAD which is of sufficient severity to delay 
wound healing and increase amputation risk.

CLTI with rest pain: foot pain of greater than 2 weeks duration with an 
ankle/brachial index < 0,4, AP < 50 mmHg, toe pressure < 30 mmHg, TcPO2 < 30 
mmHg or flat waveforms on pulse volume recordings.

CLTI with tissue loss: ulceration or gangrene present for at least 2 weeks recognizes 
that a broad range of perfusion deficits may be associated with delayed wound 
healing and increased risk of major amputation.

Today’s Definitions



European Epidemiological Estimates

• Estimates from a recent review by Fereydooni et al. (2020)

Fereydooni A, Gorecka J, Dardik A. Using the epidemiology of critical limb ischemia to estimate the number of patients
amenable to endovascular therapy. Vascular Medicine. 2020;25(1):78-87. doi:10.1177/1358863X19878271

Much more than USA
1.938.040 Rutherford 5



• Diabetes and foot ulceration

– Worldwide prevalence of diabetes and foot ulceration is
approximately 6,3% (3% in community-based cohorts), 
and 5,5% in Europe1.

– In middle- and high-income countries, up to 50% of 
patients with diabetes and foot ulceration have
underlying peripheral artery disease (PAD)2.

Epidemiology



1. Clinical examination
Relevant medical history and palpation of foot pulses

2. Bedside non-invasive hemodinamic tests
AP or ABI, TP or TBI, Segmental pressures, TcPO2, Skin perfusion pressure

3. Limb staging with wound and tissue loss 
classification systems
A limb-staging classification system, such as WIfI, should be used in all patients 
presenting with suspected CLTI

4. Imaging of vascular anatomy
DUS, CTA, MRA, DSA

Diagnostic flow-chart



• Risk factors assessment: 
Smoke, obesity, arterial hypertension, dyslipidemia, chronic kidney disease, end-
stag renal disease, diabetes mellitus, ischemic cardiopathy, heart failure, 
cerebrovascular disease, previous revascularizations, previous amputations.

• Clinical evaluation
Foot examination, foot pulse palpation, extensive assessment of walking
impairment, rest pain and tissue loss.

• Life expectancy:
Global performance status, autonomy, mobility, social and economic support, 
frailty, compliance, adherence to treatment.

• Treatment-influencing conditions:
Previous venous by-pass, inadeguate venous patrimony, controindication to global 
anesthesia, patient’s refusal.

Clinical examination



Techniques Advantages Limitations

AP or ABI • Simple, inexpensive, quick, widely applicable
• Provides data to predict wound healing and limb survival
• Useful to monitor efficacy of therapeutic intervention

• Because of incompressible tibial arteries, may be 
falsely elevated or normal in patients with diabetes, 
renal insufficiency, or advanced age

• Does not provide localization of the disease

TP or TBI • Simple, inexpensive, quick
• Useful in the presence of small-vessel artery disease
• Useful in noncompressible tibial arteries
• Provides data to predict wound healing and limb survival
• Useful to monitor efficacy of therapeutic intervention

• Generally requires a hallux
• Does not provide localization of the disease

Segmental
pressures

• Useful in initial anatomic localization of CLTI disease
• Useful in creating therapeutic plan based on disease 

localization
• Provides data to predict wound healing and limb survival
• Useful to monitor efficacy of therapeutic intervention

• Not accurate in noncompressible tibial arteries

TcPO2 • Useful to assess microcirculation
• Can predict wound healing
• May be useful for monitoring efficacy of revascularization

• Limited accuracy in the presence of edema or 
infection

• Requires skin heating to 40C
• Time-consuming
• Limited data validation

Skin
perfusion
pressure

• Useful to assess microcirculation and wound healing 
potential

• May be useful for monitoring efficacy of revascularization
• Can be measured in a shorter time compared with TcPO2

• Probe size and shape may affect measurements
• Limited data validation

Hemodinamic Tests

Most used in our center



It is based on grading each of the three major factors (wound, ischaemia

and foot infection) on a scale from 0 to 3, where 0 represents none, 1 

mild, 2 moderate and 3 severe.

The individual grades of each factor are used to place the limb into one 

of four clinical stages, which can guide the clinician in estimating the risk 

of amputation and potential benefit of revascularization.

WIFI Classification



Techniques Advantages Limitations

DUS • Noninvasive
• Inexpensive
• Quick, widely available worldwide
• Useful to monitor efficacy of therapeutic 

intervention

• Highly operator dependent
• Limitations to the visualization of iliac arteries due to body 

habitus, bowel gas
• Calcification may produce incomplete examination
• The validity of DUS imaging for CLTI patients alone is 

uncertain

CTA • Noninvasive
• Excellent patient acceptance
• Ability to evaluate previously stented arteries
• Mostly applicable in patients with 

contraindications to MRA

• Image interference from calcified arteries
• Potentially nephrotoxic contrast agents
• Radiation exposure
• Less reliable for imaging of IP vessels
• The clinical value of CTA in the CLTI target population remains 

uncertain

MRA • Noninvasive
• Eliminates exposure to ionizing radiation
• Unaffected by arterial calcification
• Easily produced arterial map aids in planning of 

revascularization strategies

• Patients with pacemakers and defibrillators and some 
cerebral clips cannot be scanned safely

• Tendency to overestimate stenosis
• Metal clips can cause artifacts that mimic vessel occlusions
• Venous contamination can obscure arteries below the knee

Catheter
angiography
(DSA)

• Provides a complete map of the lower limb 
arteries

• Images are easily displayed and interpreted 
• Selective catheter placement enhances imaging, 

reduces contrast material dose, and enhances 
sensitivity in patients with CLTI

• Exposure to ionizing radiation and contrast media
• Alternatively, carbon dioxide and magnetic resonance

contrast agents can be used as contrast media
• Complications of catheterization

Vascular Imaging



Both writing groups of the ‘Global Vascular
Guidelines (GVG)’ and ‘International Working Group 
on the Diabetic Foot (IWGDF)’ agree on a three-step 
integrated approach to assessment and management  
of the patient with CLTI based on:

1. Patient risk estimation

2. Limb staging

3. ANatomic pattern of disease

Objective data collected during the steps of the diagnostic
process provides evidence-based estimates of perioperative
risks and benefits of revascularization.

PLAN: prediction of risks and benefits



The combination of Wound, Ischemia and 
Foot infection grades from the WIFI 
Classification allows the clinician to estimate:

PLAN: prediction of risks and benefits



• Patients with CLTI generally present with multi-level disease which 
should be assessed using an integrated, limb-based anatomical staging 
system. 

• The GVG propose a new approach, ‘Global Limb Anatomical Staging 
System’ (GLASS), to evaluate the complexity of a preferred target 
arterial pathway (TAP) from groin to foot for revascularization.

• TAP is particularly relevant to endovascular approaches, thus the 
anatomical staging system is directly related to the revascularization 
strategy.

• GLASS stage III or high complexity disease stage would be associated 
with an expected higher risk of early technical failure and lower 
likelihood of mid-term limb-based patency following revascularization.

PLAN: Anatomic Pattern of Disease

GLASS and TAP Concept



Global Limb Anatomical Staging System (GLASS)

PLAN: Anatomic Pattern of Disease

GLASS stage III or high complexity disease stage would be associated with 

an expected higher risk of early technical failure and lower likelihood of mid-

term limb-based patency following revascularization.



In each patient requiring lower-limb 
revascularization, an endovascular, an open 
procedure and a hybrid procedure should be 
considered. As there is no “one-fits-all” 
approach to treatment for patients with CLTI, it 
is important that a treating centre has the 
expertise and facilities to provide a range of 
treatment options with availability of both 
endovascular and open methods.

Patients Selection and Strategy

In the Real World : The most of CLTI DF patients are Glass 3



• The effectiveness of a revascularization procedure should preferably be 
evaluated with objective perfusion measurements. 

• Revascularization should achieve a minimum skin perfusion pressure of 40 
mmHg, toe pressure of >30 mmHg, or TcPO2 of >25 mmHg in order to be 
considered effective.

• IWGDT now recommend that revascularization should aim to improve 
perfusion to the foot as much as possible, which will vary according to the 
individual patient. As skin oxygen tension increases progressively in a period of 
several weeks after a successful PTA, TcPO2 measurements should preferably 
be performed at least 1 to 3 weeks after the procedure.

• Any revascularization procedure should therefore be part of a comprehensive 
care plan that addresses other important issues including: prompt treatment of 
concurrent infection, regular wound debridement, biomechanical off-loading, 
control of blood glucose, and treatment of co-morbidities.

Successful Treatment



Treatment Sample



Conclusions

• CLTI Battle is complex  both clinically and 
technically.

• Multisciplinary approach is mandatory today.

• Standardization of European Technical and 
Therapeutical Endovascular Strategies has 
been limitated by different reimbursement 
policy so far. 
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